
Welcome to a photographical and inspirational journey 

in a cosmopolitan country, closely related to the water, 

where people respect nature and enjoy life 

with tranquility, creativity, relaxation and art.
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☯ Welcome to the country of water, flowers, art etc. as well as hearty, relaxed and joyful people. ☺
The fantastic lagoon near Haagen aan Zee arises holiday feelings and invites to typical, timeless walks on the beach (North Holland) – Sept. 2020



☯ Those who stay well-behaved and properly in their comfort zone will miss the salutary storms of life. ☺
Streamlined yachts are stringing impatiently together in the harbor of Lelystad and wait for their true mission (North Holland) - Sept. 2020



☯ To broaden your horizons keep looking through the seemingly obvious. ☺
Artistically blended cows and space saving seats invite you to linger during a cycling tour along the damn of Domburg (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ Use your impressive, warm-hearted radiance to inspire others with your infectious ideas. ☺
A spectacular announced sunset at the endlessly appearing beach of Domburg wants to be recognized (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ Take up all your given resources benevolently, so you can develop freely and magnificently. ☺
A mystical old oak forest close to the beach along the bike route between Oostkapelle and Domburg offers protection and shade (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ Whoever steps out of the line sees and experiences more. ☺
Even Groynes, set up by human hands, have a mossy life of their own and just don't want to function as wave breakers only (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ Whenever you reach a new step in your life, pause, and look benevolently back and confidently ahead. ☺
Stairs, tanned by wind and weather, lead via grazing dunes either to the beach or up to the sky, like here nearby Westkapelle (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ If all windows seem to be closed for you, go through the back door. ☺
The skyline of Middleburg shows the typical, different architectural housing options of the Dutch people (Zeeland) - June 2019



☯ Stand by you. Stay in your golden midst and let your thoughts pass by like white clouds in the blue sky. ☺
Hours of walks on the beach or bike tours on the smallest west Frisian island named Schiermonnikoog let your mind wander - Sept. 2020



☯ New comes into being, if you - now and then - toss the obvious functionality of things over the heap. ☺
Who would the Dutch be without wooden shoes, cycles, flowers and stone walls? Cheese, tomatoes, tulips? No, much, much more, like here in Veere - June 2019



☯ When the paint crumbles on your body and you start to rust, it is time to lift anchor. ☺
The Dutch's' passion for water shows itself - amongst other things - in the variety of boats (Harlingen), where there is always something to discover - Sept. 2020



☯ Take a relaxed seat. A break is needed to look calmly at the colorfulness and roughness of life. ☺
Baywatch in the Dutch style can being shaped by an artfully, shaky and colorful lightness and direction, like here nearby Bergen aan Zee - Sept. 2020



☯ Start your inner fire every day anew and give your heroic works of art to the world. ☺
One of many hosted and homely furnished beach Pavilions is flooded by the setting sun at Bergen aan Zee (North Holland) - Sept. 2020



☯ Use your inner intuition as a lighthouse 

if you are insecure and unclear where your journey should go to. ☺
Bonus-Pic: The lighthouse near Westkappelle - not the only one in the Netherlands ;-) - has its door locked and its light on (Zeeland) – June 2019



☯ How could the next year become one of the best of your life for you? ☺

☯ Open the door to your dreams and find out what is really moving and touching you in your unconscious being. ☺
Bonus-Bonus-Pics: I have encountered art everywhere in the various shapes like here in Vlissingen as ruminating statue "Mens en weer" (Zeeland) – June 2019 / Sept. 2020
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